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Abstract. In order to convey the most content in their limited space,
advertisements embed references to outside knowledge via symbolism.
For example, a motorcycle stands for adventure (a positive property the
ad wants associated with the product being sold), and a gun stands for
danger (a negative property to dissuade viewers from undesirable behaviors). We show how to use symbolic references to better understand
the meaning of an ad. We further show how anchoring ad understanding in general-purpose object recognition and image captioning improves
results. We formulate the ad understanding task as matching the ad image to human-generated statements that describe the action that the ad
prompts, and the rationale it provides for taking this action. Our proposed method outperforms the state of the art on this task, and on an
alternative formulation of question-answering on ads. We show additional
applications of our learned representations for matching ads to slogans,
and clustering ads according to their topic, without extra training.
Keywords: advertisements · symbolism · question answering · external
knowledge · vision and language · representation learning
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Introduction

Advertisements are a powerful tool for affecting human behavior. Product ads
convince us to make large purchases, e.g. for cars and home appliances, or small
but recurrent purchases, e.g. for laundry detergent. Public service announcements (PSAs) encourage socially beneficial behaviors, e.g. combating domestic
violence or driving safely. To stand out from the rest, ads have to be both eyecatching and memorable [71], while also conveying the information that the ad
designer wants to impart. All this must be done in a limited space (one image)
and time (however many seconds the viewer spends looking at the ad).
How can ads get the most “bang for their buck”? One technique is to make
references to knowledge viewers already have, e.g. cultural knowledge, associations, and symbolic mappings humans have learned [54, 35, 57, 34]. These symbolic references might come from literature (e.g. a snake symbolizes evil or danger), movies (a motorcycle symbolizes adventure or coolness), common sense (a
flexed arm symbolizes strength), or pop culture (Usain Bolt symbolizes speed).
In this paper, we describe how to use symbolic mappings to predict the
messages of advertisements. On one hand, we model how components of the ad
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Fig. 1. Our key idea: Use symbolic associations shown in yellow (a gun symbolizes
danger; a motorcycle symbolizes coolness) and recognized objects shown in red, to
learn an image-text space where each ad maps to the correct statement that describes
the message of the ad. The symbol “cool” brings images B and C closer together in the
learned space, and further from image A and its associated symbol “danger.” At test
time (shown in orange), we use the learned image-text space to retrieve a matching
statement for test image D. At test time, the symbol labels are not provided.

image serve as visual anchors to concepts outside the image, using annotations in
the Ads Dataset of [22]. On the other hand, we use knowledge sources external to
the main task, such as object detection models, to better relate ad images to their
corresponding messages. Both of these are forms of using outside knowledge, and
they both boil down to learning links between objects and symbolic concepts.
We use each type of knowledge in two ways, as a constraint or as an additive
component for the learned image representation.
We focus on the following multiple-choice task, implemented via ranking:
Given an image and several statements, the system must identify the correct
statement to pair with the ad. For example, for test image D in Fig. 1, the system might predict the right statement is “Buy this drink because it’s exciting.”
Our method learns a joint image-text embedding that associates ads with their
corresponding messages. The method has three components: (1) an image embedding which takes into account individual regions in the image, (2) constraints
on the learned space from symbol labels and object predictions, and (3) an additive expansion of the image representation using a symbol distribution. These
three components are shown in Fig. 1, and all of them rely on external knowledge in the form of symbols and object predictions. Note that we can recognize
the symbolic association to danger in Fig. 1 via two channels: either a direct
classifier that learns to link certain visuals to the “danger” concept, or learning
associations between actual objects in the image which can be recognized by object detection methods (e.g. “gun”), and symbolic concepts. We call our method
ADVISE: ADs VIsual Semantic Embedding.
We primarily focus on public service announcements, rather than product
(commercial) ads. PSAs tend to be more conceptual and challenging, often involving multiple steps of reasoning. Quantitatively, 59% of the product ads in
the dataset of [22] are straightforward, i.e. would be nearly solved with tradi-
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tional recognition advancements. In contrast, only 33% of PSAs use straightforward strategies, while the remaining 67% use challenging non-literal rhetoric.
Our method outperforms several recent baselines, including prior visual-semantic
embeddings [11, 10] and methods for understanding ads [22].
In addition to showing how to use external knowledge to solve ad-understanding,
we demonstrate how recent advances in object recognition help with this task.
While [22] evaluates basic techniques, it does not employ recent advances like
region proposals [16, 50, 38, 14] or attention [7, 70, 67, 56, 69, 49, 45, 39, 12, 75, 47].
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
– We show how to effectively use symbolism to better understand ads.
– We show how to make use of noisy caption predictions to bridge the gap
between the abstract task of predicting the message of an ad, and more
accessible information such as the objects present in the image. Detected
objects are mapped to symbols via a domain-specific knowledge base.
– We improve the state of the art in understanding ads by 21%.
– We show for “abstract” PSAs, conceptual knowledge helps more, while for
product ads, general-purpose object recognition techniques are more helpful.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We overview related work
in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3.1, we describe our ranking task, and in Sec. 3.2, we describe
standard triplet embedding on ads. In Sec. 3.3, we discuss the representation of
an image as a combination of region representations, weighed by their importance
via an attention model. In Sec. 3.4, we describe how we use external knowledge
to constrain the learned space. In Sec. 3.5, we develop an optional additive
refinement of the image representation. In Sec. 4, we compare our method to the
state of the art, and conduct ablation studies. We conclude in Sec. 5.

2

Related Work

Advertisements and multimedia. The most related work to ours is [22] which
proposes the problem of decoding ads, formulated as answering the question
“Why should I [action]?” where [action] is what the ad suggests the viewer
should do, e.g. buy a car or help prevent domestic violence. The dataset contains
64,832 image ads. Annotations include the topic (product or subject) of the
ad, sentiments and actions the ad prompts, rationales provided for why the
action should be done, symbolic mappings (referred to as signifier-signified, e.g.
motorcycle-adventure), etc. Considering the media domain more broadly, [26]
analyze in what light a photograph portrays a politician, and [27] examine how
the facial features of a candidate determine the outcome of an election. This work
only applies to images of people. Also related is work in parsing infographics,
charts and comics [4, 29, 23]. In contrast to these, our interest is analyzing the
implicit arguments ads were created to make.
Vision, language and image-text embeddings. Recently there is great interest in
joint vision-language tasks, e.g. captioning [63, 28, 9, 25, 2, 70, 62, 61, 73, 68, 13,
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47, 55, 8, 32], visual question answering [3, 72, 41, 69, 56, 66, 59, 76, 77, 19, 64, 24,
60], and cross-domain retrieval [6, 5, 74, 36]. These often rely on learned imagetext embeddings. [11, 30] use triplet loss where an image and its corresponding
human-provided caption should be closer in the space than pairs that do not
match. [10] propose a bi-directional network to maximize correlation between
matching images and text, akin to CCA [18]. None of these consider images
with implicit persuasive intent, as we do. We compare against [11, 10] in Sec. 4.
External knowledge for vision-language tasks. [66, 64, 24, 77, 60] examine the use
of knowledge bases and perform explicit reasoning for answering visual questions.
[62] use external sources to diversify their image captioning model. [43] learn to
compose object classifiers by relating semantic and visual similarity. [42, 15] use
knowledge graphs or hierarchies to aid in object recognition. These works all use
mappings that are objectively/scientifically grounded, i.e. lion is a type of cat.
In contrast, we use cultural associations that arose in the media/literature and
are internalized by humans, e.g. motorcycles are associated with adventure.
Region proposals and attention. Region proposals [16, 50, 38, 14] guide an object
detector to regions likely to contain objects. Attention [7, 70, 67, 56, 69, 49, 45, 39,
12, 75, 47] focuses prediction tasks on regions likely to be relevant. We show that
for our task, the attended-to regions must be those likely to be visual anchors
for symbolic references.

3

Approach

We learn an embedding space where we can evaluate the similarity between ad
images and ad messages. We use symbols and external knowledge in three ways:
by representing the image as a weighted average of its regions that are likely
to make symbolic references (Sec. 3.3), by enforcing that images with the same
symbol labels or detected objects are close (Sec. 3.4), and by enhancing the
image representation via an attention-masked symbol distribution (Sec. 3.5). In
Sec. 4 we demonstrate the utility of each component.
3.1

Task and dataset

In [22], the authors tackled answering the question “Q: Why should I [action]?”
with “A: [one-word reason].” An example question-answer pair is “Q: Why
should I speak up about domestic violence? A: bad.” In other words, questionanswering is formulated as a classification task. The ground-truth one-word answers in [22]’s evaluation are picked from human-provided full-sentence answers,
also available in the dataset. However, using a single word is insufficient to capture the rhetoric of complex ads. On one hand, summarizing the full sentence
using only one word is too challenging, for example, for the question “Q: Why
should I buy authentic Adidas shoes?”, the ground-truth answer “feet” used
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in [22] cannot convey both the meaning of “protect” and “feet” while the fullsentence answer “Because it will protect my feet” does capture both. On the
other hand, picking one word as the answer may be misleading and imprecise,
for example, for the “Q: Why should I buy the Triple Double Crunchwrap?”,
picking “short” from the sentence “Because it looks tasty and is only available
for a short time” is problematic. Thus, while we show that we outperform prior
art on the original question-answering task of [22], we focus on an alternative
formulation.
We ask the system to pick which action-reason statement is most appropriate
for the image. We retrieve statements in the format: “I should [action] because
[reason].” e.g. “I should speak up about domestic violence because being quiet
is as bad as committing violence yourself.” For each image, we use three related
statements (i.e. statements provided by humans for this image) and randomly
sample 47 unrelated statements (written for other images). The system must
rank these 50 statements based on their similarity to the image.
This ranking task is akin to multiple-choice question-answering, which was
also used in prior VQA works [3, 59], but unlike these, we do not take the question
as input. Similarly, in image captioning, [28, 11] look for the most suitable image
description from a much larger candidates pool.
3.2

Basic image-text triplet embedding

We first directly learn an embedding that optimizes for the ranking task. We
require that the distance between an image and its corresponding statement
should be smaller than the distance between that image and any other statement,
or between other images and that statement. In other words, we minimize:
L(v, t; θ) =

K h
X
i=1

X

j∈Nvt (i)

|
+

kvi − ti k22 − kvi − tj k22 + β
{z

X





+

}

image as anchor, rank statements

j∈Ntv (i)

|



kti − vi k22 − kti − vj k22 + β
{z

 i

(1)

+

}

statement as anchor, rank images

where K is the batch size; β is the margin of triplet loss; v and t are the visual
and textual embeddings we are learning, respectively; vi , ti correspond to the
same ad; Nvt (i) is the negative statement set for the i-th image, and Ntv (i) is the
negative image set for the i-th statement, defined in Eq. 2. These two negative
sample sets involve the most challenging k ′ examples within the size-K batch.
A natural explanation of Eq. 2 is that it seeks to find a subset A ⊆ {1, ..., K}
which involves the k ′ most confusing examples.
X
X
Nvt (i) = arg min
kvi − tj k22 ,
Ntv (i) = arg min
kti − vj k22
(2)
A⊆{1,...,K}, j∈A,
A⊆{1,...,K}, j∈A,
|A|=k′

i6=j

|A|=k′

i6=j
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Image embedding. We extract the image’s Inception-v4 CNN feature (1536D) using [58], then use a fully-connected layer with parameter w ∈ R200×1536 to
project it to the 200-D joint embedding space:
v = w · CN N (x)

(3)

Text embedding. We use mean-pooling to aggregate word embedding vectors
into 200-D text embedding t and use GloVe [48] to initialize the embedding
matrix. There are two reasons for us to choose mean-pooling: (1) comparable
performance to the LSTM1 , and (2) better interpretability. By using meanpooling, image and words are projected to the same feature space, allowing us
to assign word-level semantics to an image, or even to image regions. In contrast,
LSTMs encode meaning of nearby words which is undesirable for interpretability.
Hard negative mining. Different ads might convey similar arguments, so the
sampled negative may be a viable positive. For example, for a car ad with associated statement “I should buy the car because it’s fast”, a hard negative “I
should drive the car because of its speed” may also be proper. Using the k ′ most
challenging examples in the size-K batch (Eq. 2) is our trade-off between using
all and using only the most challenging example, inspired by [53, 17, 11, 65]. Our
experiment (in supp) shows this trade-off is better than either extreme.
3.3

Image embedding using symbol regions

Since ads are carefully designed, they may involve complex narratives with several distinct components, i.e. several regions in the ad might need to be interpreted individually first to decode the full ad’s meaning. Thus, we represent an
image as a collection of its constituent regions, using an attention module to
aggregate all the representations from different regions.
Importantly, the chosen regions should be those likely to serve as visual
anchors for symbolic references (such as the motorcycle or shades in Fig.1, rather
than the bottles). Thus we consider all the 13,938 images, which are annotated as
containing symbols, each with up to five bounding box annotations. Our intuition
is that ads draw the viewer’s attention in a particular way, and the symbol
bounding boxes, without symbol labels, can be used to approximate this. More
specifically, we use the SSD object detection model [38] implemented by [20], pretrain it on the COCO [37] dataset, and fine-tune it with the symbol bounding
box annotations [22]. We show in Sec. 4.3 that this fine-tuning is crucial, i.e.
general-purpose regions such as COCO boxes produce inferior results.
We use bottom-up attention [1, 60, 31] to aggregate the information from
symbolic regions (see Fig. 2). More specifically, we use the Inception-v4 model
[58] to extract the 1536-D CNN features for all symbol proposals. Then, for each
CNN feature xi , i ∈ {1, . . . , M } (we set M = 10, i.e., 10 proposals per image), a
fully-connected layer is applied to project it to: 1) a 200-D embedding vector vi
1

Non-weighted/weighted mean-pooling of word embeddings achieved 2.45/2.47 rank.
The last hidden layer of an LSTM achieved 2.74 rank, while non-weighted/weighted
averaging of the hidden layers achieved 2.43/2.46, respectively. Lower is better.
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Fig. 2. Our image embedding model with knowledge branch. In the main branch (top
left), multiple image symbolic anchors are proposed. Attention weighting is applied,
and the image is represented as a weighted combination of the regions. The knowledge
branch (top right) predicts the existence of symbols, maps these to 200-D, and adds
them to the image embedding. We then perform triplet training to learn such an
embedding space that keeps images close to their matching action-reason statements.

(Eq. 4, w ∈ R200×1536 ), and 2) a confidence score ai saying how much the region
should contribute to the final representation (Eq. 5, wa ∈ R1×1536 ). The final
image representation z is a weighted sum of these region-based vectors (Eq. 6).
vi = w · CN N (xi )
ai = wa · CN N (xi ),
z=

XM

i=1

(4)

α = sof tmax(a)

(5)

αi vi

(6)

The loss used to learn the image-text embedding is the same as in Eq. 1, but
defined using the region-based image representation z instead of v: L(z, t; θ).

3.4

Constraints via symbols and captions

We next exploit the symbol labels which are part of [22]. Symbols are abstract
words such as “freedom” and “happiness” that provide additional information
humans sense from the ads. We add additional constraints to the loss terms
such that two images/statements that were annotated with the same symbol
are closer in the learned space than images/statements annotated with different
symbols. In the extra loss term (Eq. 7), s is the 200-D embedding of a symbol
word; z is the 200-D region-based image representation defined in Eq. 6; and
Nsz (i) and Nst (i) are the negative image/statement sets of the i-th symbol in
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the batch, defined similar to Eq. 2.
Lsym (s, z, t; θ) =

K h
X
i=1

X

j∈Nsz (i)

|
+

ksi − zi k22 − ksi − zj k22 + β
{z

symbol as anchor, rank images

X

j∈Nst (i)

|





ksi − ti k22 − ksi − tj k22 + β
{z

symbol as anchor, rank statements



+

}

 i

(7)

+

}

Much like symbols, the objects found in an image are quite telling of the message of the ad. For example, environment ads often feature animals, safe driving
ads feature cars, beauty ads feature faces, drink ads feature bottles, etc. However,
since the Ads Dataset contains insufficient data to properly model object categories, we use DenseCap [25] to bridge the objects defined in Visual Genome
[33] to the ads reasoning statements. More specifically, we use the DenseCap
model to generate image captions and treat these as pre-fetched knowledge. For
example, the caption “woman wearing a black dress” provides extra information
about the objects in the image: “woman” and “black dress”. We create additional
constraints: If two images/statements have similar DenseCap predicted captions,
they should be closer than images/statements with different captions. The extra
loss term is defined similar to Eq. 7 using c for the caption representations.
In our setting, word embedding weights are not shared among the three
vocabularies (ads statement, symbols, and DenseCap predictions). Our consideration is that the meaning of the same surface words may vary in these domains
thus they need to have different embeddings. We weigh the symbol-based and
object-based constraints by 0.1 since they in isolation do not tell the full story
of the ad. We found that it is not sufficient to use any type of label as constraint
in the domain of interest (see supp): using symbols as constraints gives greater
benefit than the topic (product) labels in [22]’s dataset, and this point is not
discussed in the general proxy learning literature [44].
3.5

Additive external knowledge

In this section, we describe how to make use of external knowledge that is adaptively added, to compensate for inadequacies of the image embedding. This external knowledge can take the form of a mapping between physical objects and
implicit concepts, or a classifier mapping pixels to concepts. Given a challenging
ad, a human might look for visual cues and check if they remind him/her of concepts (e.g. “danger”, “beauty”, “nature”) seen in other ads. Our model interprets
ads in the same way: based on an external knowledge base, it infers the abstract
symbols. In contrast to Sec. 3.4 which uses the annotated symbols at training
time, here we use a predicted symbol distribution at both training and test time
as a secondary image representation. Fig. 2 (top right) shows the general idea
of the external knowledge branch. Note our model only uses external knowledge
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to compensate its own lack of knowledge (since we train the knowledge branch
after the convergence of the visual semantic embedding branch), and it assigns
small weights for uninformative knowledge.
We propose two ways to additively expand the image representation with
external knowledge, and describe two ways of setting ysymb in Eq. 8. Both ways
are a form of knowledge base (KB) mapping physical evidence to concepts.
KB Symbols. The first way is to directly train classifiers to link certain
visuals to symbolic concepts. We learn a multilabel classifier usymb to obtain a
symbol distribution ysymb = sigmoid(usymb · x). We learn a weight αjsymb for
each of j ∈ {1, . . . , C = 53} symbols from the Ads Dataset, denoting whether a
particular symbol is helpful for the statement matching task.
KB Objects. The second method is to learn associations between surface
words for detected objects and abstract concepts. For example, what type of ad
might I see a “car” in? What about a “rock” or “animal”? We first construct
a knowledge base associating object words to symbol words. We compute the
similarity in the learned image-text embedding space between symbol words
and DenseCap words, then create a mapping rule (“[object] implies [symbol]”)
for each symbol and its five most similar DenseCap words. This results in a
53×V matrix uobj , where V is the size of DenseCap’s vocabulary. Each row
contains five entries of 1 denoting the mapping rule, and V − 5 entries of 0.
Examples of learned mappings are shown in Table 3. For a given image, we use
[25] to predict the three most probable words in the DenseCap vocabulary, and
put the results in a multi-hot yobj ∈ RV ×1 vector. We then matrix-multiply to
accumulate evidence for the presence of all symbols using the detected objects:
symb
ysymb = uobj · yobj . We associate a weight αjl
with each rule in the KB.
For both methods, we first use the attention weights αsymb as a mask, then
project the 53-D symbol distribution ysymb into 200-D, and add it to the image
embedding. This additive branch is most helpful when the information it contains
is not already contained in the main image embedding branch. We found this
happens when the discovered symbols are rare.
3.6

ADVISE: our final model

Our final ADs VIsual Semantic Embedding loss combines the losses from Sec. 3.2,
3.3, 3.4, and 3.5:
Lf inal (z, t, s, c; θ) =L(z + ysymb , t; θ)+
0.1 Lsym (s, z + ysymb , t; θ) + 0.1 Lobj (c, z + ysymb , t; θ)

4

(8)

Experimental Validation

We evaluate to what extent our proposed method is able to match an ad to its
intended message (see Sec. 3.1). We present the baselines against which we compare (Sec. 4.1), our metrics (Sec. 4.2), quantitative results on our main ranking
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task (Sec. 4.3), results on QA as classification (Sec. 4.4) and on three additional
tasks (Sec. 4.5). Please see the supplementary file for implementation details,
in-depth quantitative results, and qualitative results.
4.1

Baselines

We compare our ADVISE method (Sec. 3.6) to the following approaches from
recent literature. All methods are trained on the Ads Dataset [22], using a
train/val/test split of 60%/20%/20%, resulting in around 39,000 images and
more than 111,000 associated statements for training.
– Hussain-Ranking adapts [22], the only prior method for decoding the message of ads. This method also uses symbol information, but in a less effective
manner. The original method combines image, symbol, and question features,
and trains for the 1000-way classification task. To adapt it, we pointwiseadd the image features (Inception-v4 as for our method) and symbol features
(distribution over 53 predicted symbols), and embed them in 200-D using
Eq. 1 (using hard negative mining), setting v to the image-symbol feature.
We tried four other ways (described in supp) of adapting [22] to ranking,
but they performed worse.
– VSE++ [11] (follow-up to [30]) uses the same method as Sec. 3.2. It is
representative of one major group of recent image-text embeddings using
triplet-like losses [46, 40, 28, 51].
– VSE, which is like VSE++ but without hard negative mining, for a more
fair comparison to the next baseline.
– 2-way Nets uses our implementation of [10] (published code only demoed
the network on MNIST) and is representative of a second type of image-text
embeddings using reconstruction losses [10, 21].
4.2

Metrics

We compute two metrics: Rank, which is the averaged ranking value of the
highest-ranked true matching statement (highest possible rank is 1, which means
first place), and Recall@3, which denotes the number of correct statements
ranked in the Top-3. We expect a good model to have low Rank and high Recall
scores. We use five random splits of the dataset into train/val/test sets, and
show mean results and standard error over a total of 62,468 test cases (removing
statements that do not follow the template “I should [action] because [reason].”).
4.3

Results on the main ranking task

We show the improvement that our method produces over state of the art methods, in Table 1. We show the better of the two alternative methods from Sec. 3.5,
namely KB-Symbols. Since public service announcements (e.g. domestic violence or anti-bullying campaigns) typically use different strategies and sentiments
than product ads (e.g. ads for cars or coffee), we separately show the result for
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Table 1. Our main result. We show two methods that do not use hard negative mining,
and three that do. Our method greatly outperforms three recent methods in retrieving
matching statements for each ad. All methods are trained on the Ads Dataset of [22].
The best method is shown in bold, and the second-best in italics

Method
2-way Nets
VSE
VSE++
Hussain-Ranking
ADVISE (ours)

Rank (Lower ↓ is better)
PSA
Product
4.836 (± 0.090) 4.170 (± 0.023)
4.155 (± 0.091) 3.202 (± 0.019)
4.139 (± 0.094) 3.110 (± 0.019)
3.854 (± 0.088) 3.093 (± 0.019)
3.013 (± 0.075) 2.469 (± 0.015)

Recall@3 (Higher ↑ is better)
PSA
Product
0.923 (± 0.016) 1.212 (± 0.004)
1.146 (± 0.017) 1.447 (± 0.004)
1.197 (± 0.017) 1.510 (± 0.004)
1.258 (± 0.017) 1.515 (± 0.004)
1.509 (± 0.017) 1.725 (± 0.004)

Table 2. (Left) Ablation study on PSAs. All external knowledge components except
attention improve over basic triplet embedding. (Right) Ablation on products. Generalpurpose recognition approaches, e.g. regions and attention, produce the main boost

Method
base triplet
generic region
symbol region
+ attention
+ symbol/object
+ KB objects
+ KB symbols

Rank ↓
4.139
3.444
3.174
3.258
3.149
3.108
3.013

PSA
% improvement
Rec@3 ↑ Rank Rec@3
1.197
1.375
17
15
1.442
8
5
1.428
-3
-1
1.466
3
3
1.482
1
1
1.509
4
3

Rank ↓
3.110
2.650
2.539
2.488
2.469
2.471
2.469

Product
% improvement
Rec@3 ↑ Rank Rec@3
1.510
1.670
15
11
1.697
4
2
1.726
2
2
1.727
1
<1
1.725
<1
<1
1.725
<1
<1

PSAs and products. We observe that our method greatly outperforms the prior
relevant research. PSAs in general appear harder than product ads (see Sec. 1).
Compared to 2-way Nets [10], VSE which does not use hard negative mining is stronger by a large margin (14-23% for rank, and 19-24% for recall).
VSE++ produces more accurate results than both 2-way Nets and VSE, but
is outperformed by Hussain-Ranking and our ADVISE. Our method is the
strongest overall. It improves upon VSE++ [11] by 20-27% for rank, and 1426% for recall. Compared to the strongest baseline, Hussain-Ranking [22], our
method is 20-21% stronger in terms of rank, and 13-19% stronger in recall. Fig. 3
shows a qualitative result contrasting the best methods.
We also conduct ablation studies to verify the benefit of each component
of our method. We show the base triplet embedding (Sec. 3.2) similar to
VSE++; a generic region embedding using image regions learned using [38]
trained on the COCO [37] detection dataset; symbol region embedding and
attention (Sec. 3.3); adding symbol/object constraints (Sec. 3.4); and including additive knowledge (Sec. 3.5) using either KB objects or KB symbols.
The results are shown in Table 2 (left for PSAs, right for products). We also
show percent improvement of each new component, computed with respect to the
previous row, except for KB objects and KB symbols, whose improvement is
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VSE++: “I should try this
makeup because its fun.”

VSE++: “I should wear Nivea
because it leaves no traces.”

Hussain-ranking: “I should
stop smoking because it
destroys your looks.”

Hussain-ranking: “I should be
eating these because it has
fresh ingredients.”

ADVISE (ours): “I should be
careful to how I treat Earth
because when the water leaves
we die.”

ADVISE (ours): “I should buy
GeoPack paper because their
cutlery is eco-friendly.”

Fig. 3. Our ADVISE method compared to the two stronger baselines. On the left,
VSE++ incorrectly guessed this is a makeup ad, likely because often faces appear
in makeup ads. Hussain-Ranking correctly determined this is a PSA, but only our
method was able to predict the topic, namely water/environment preservation. On
the right, both Hussain-Ranking and our method recognized the concepts of freshness/naturalness, but our method picked a more specific statement.

computed with respect to the third-to-last row, i.e. the method on which both KB
methods are based. The largest increase in performance comes from focusing on
individual regions within the image. This makes sense because ads are carefully
designed and multiple elements work together to convey the message. We see that
these regions must be learned as visual anchors to symbolic concepts (symbol
region vs generic region) to further increase performance.
Beyond this, the story that the results tell differs between PSAs and products. Symbol/object constraints and additive branches are more helpful for the
challenging, abstract PSAs that are the focus of our work. For PSAs, the additive inclusion of external information helps more when we directly predict the
symbols (KB symbols), but also when we first extract objects and map these to
symbols (KB objects). Note that KB symbols required 64,131 symbol labels.
In contrast, KB objects relies on mappings between object and symbol words,
which can be obtained more efficiently. While we obtain them as object-symbol
similarities in our learned space, they could also be obtained from a purely textual, ad-specific resource. Thus, KB objects would generalize better to a new
domain of ads (e.g. a different culture) where the data from [22] does not apply.
In Table 3, we show the object-symbol knowledge base that KB objects
(Sec. 3.5) uses. We show “synonyms” across three vocabularies: the 53 symbol
words from [22], the 27,999 words from the action/reason statements, and the
823 words from captions predicted for ads. We compute the nearest neighbors
for each word in the learned space. This can be used as a “dictionary”: If I see a
given object, what should I predict the message of the ad is, or if I want to make
a point, what objects should I use? In triplet ID 1, we see to allude to “comfort,”
one might use a soft sofa. From ID 2, if the statement contains “driving,” perhaps
this is a safe driving ad, where visuals allude to safety and injury, and contain cars
and windshields. We observe the different role of “ketchup” (ID 3) vs “tomato”
(ID 4): the former symbolizes flavor, and the latter health.
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Table 3. Discovered synonyms between symbol, action/reason, and DenseCap words
ID
1
2
3
4

Symbol
comfort
safety, danger, injury
delicious, hot, food
food, healthy, hunger

abuse/abused

Statement
couch, sofa, soft
driving
ketchup
salads, food, salad

DenseCap
pillow, bed, blanket
car, windshield, van
beer, pepper, sauce
tomato

mascara

Fig. 4. Application for ads image retrieval (see details in supp). We extract the CNN
feature of each image region (Eq. 4), then use the word embeddings of “abuse/abused”
and “mascara” to retrieve the most similar image regions (denoted using green boxes).

In Fig. 4, we show the learned association between the individual words
and symbolic regions. By learning from the ads image and statement pairs, our
ADVISE model propagates words in the statement to the regions in the image
thus associates each label-agnostic region proposal with semantically meaningful
words. At training time, we have neither box-level nor word-level annotations.

4.4

Results on question-answering as classification

For additional comparison to [22], we evaluate our method on the questionanswering task formulated as 1000-way single-word answer classification (Sec. 3.1).
We now directly optimize for this classification task, but add our symbol-based
region proposals, symbol/object constraints, and additive knowledge-based image representation. Our implementation of the method of Hussain et al. [22]
pointwise-adds Inception-v4 image features and the symbol distribution, and
obtains 10.03% top-1 accuracy on PSAs, and 11.89% accuracy on product ads
(or 11.69% average across ads regardless of type, which is dominated by product
ads, and is close to the 11.96% reported in [22]). Representing the image with
a weighted summation of generic regions produced 10.42% accuracy for PSAs,
and 12.45% for products (a 4% and 5% improvement, respectively). Using our
method resulted in 10.94% accuracy for PSAs, and 12.64% for products (a 9%
and 6% improvement over [22], respectively). Note that a method known to
work well for many recognition tasks, i.e. region proposals, leads to very small
improvement in the case of QA classification for ads, so it is unlikely that any
particular method would lead to a large improvement on this task. This is why
we believe the ranking task we evaluate in Sec. 4.3 is more meaningful.
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Table 4. Other tasks our learned image-text embedding helps with. We show rank for
the first two (lower is better) and homogeneity [52] for the third (higher is better)
Method
Hard statements (↓ better)
Hussain-Ranking
5.595 (± 0.027)
VSE++
5.635 (± 0.027)
ADVISE (ours)
4.827 (± 0.025)

4.5

Slogans (↓ better) Clustering (↑ better)
4.082 (± 0.090)
0.291 (± 0.002)
4.102 (± 0.091)
0.292 (± 0.002)
3.331 (± 0.077)
0.355 (± 0.001)

Results on additional tasks

In Table 4, we demonstrate the versatility of our learned embedding, compared
to the stronger two baselines from Table 1. None of the methods were retrained,
i.e. we simply used the pre-trained embedding evaluated on statement ranking.
First, we show a harder statement retrieval task: all statements that are to be
ranked are from the same topic (e.g. all statements are about car safety or about
beauty products). The second task uses creative captions that MTurk workers
were asked to write for 2,000 ads in [22]. We rank these slogans, using an image
as the query, and report the rank of the correct slogan. Finally, we check how
well an embedding clusters ad images with respect to a ground-truth clustering
defined by the topics of the ads.

5

Conclusion

We presented a method for matching image advertisements to statements which
describe the idea of the ad. Our method uses external knowledge in the form of
symbols and predicted objects in two ways, as constraints for a joint image-text
embedding space, and as an additive component for the image representation. We
also verify the effect of state-of-the-art object recognition techniques in the form
of region proposals and attention. Our method outperforms existing image-text
embedding techniques [10, 11] and a previous ad-understanding technique [22] by
a large margin. Our region embedding relying on visual symbolic anchors greatly
improves upon traditional embeddings. For PSAs, regularizing with external info
provides further benefit. In the future, we will investigate other external resources
for decoding ads, such as predictions about the memorability or human attention
over ads, and textual resources for additional mappings between physical and
abstract content. We will use our object-symbol mappings to analyze the visual
variability the same object category exhibits when used for different ad topics.
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